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The group algebra of the symmetric group is used to derive a general 
enumerative result associated with permutations, in a designated conjugacy class, 
which are products of permutations with a given number of cycles. A number of 
specialisations of this result are given. i‘ 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For positive integers a, t 1, . . . . t, and a partiion II/ of N, let cti( t,, . . . . t,) be 
the number of ways of expressing an arbitrary permutation 71 on N symbols 
in the conjugacy class indexed by 3/ as a product g, . . .g,, where gi is a 
permutation on N symbols with ii cycles (in its disjoint cycle decom- 
position). A number of combinatorial problems can be expressed as special 
cases of this general problem, with the observation that if t, = 1, N - 1 or N 
then g, is a full cycle (on N symbols), a transposition or the identity, 
respectively. For example, the case t, = ... = t, = 1 relates to factorisations 
of 71 into products of full cycles, and this has been given by Stanley [S]. 
The case a = 2, t, = 1 is given in [ 1 ] and, when 71 is a fixed point free 
involution, this case has application to a topological question. The case 
a = 1 when n is the identity gives a generalisation of the classical result for 
the sums of the squares of the degrees of the irreducible (ordinary) 
representation of the symmetric group. 
We use, without further explanation, combinatorial and algebraic facts 
about the group algebra CS, of the symmetric group S, on N symbols 
over the field of complex numbers @. The facts are not given here but may 
be found in [ 11. Pertinent facts about Schur functions and the character 
theory of SN, however, are included here, in Section 2. The general result 
giving the generating function Ati(z,, . . . . z,) of cti(t,, . . . . t,) is given in 
Section 3. Section 4 contains a number of specialisations of this result, 
including those alluded to above. 
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We write 8 + N to indicate that 0 = (0,, 19,, . ..) is a partition of N. The 
weight of 6’ is N, and is denoted by 101. Its conjugate is denoted by 
i? = (8,) 8,, . ..). and the number of non-zero elements in f3 is l(0). The set of 
all permutations with mj j-cycles, for j= 1, . . . . N constitute a conjugacy 
class CO, where 8 = [ 1 m’2”2.. .]. Such permutations have l(0) cycles. The 
cycle-type r(0) of ZCE Co is (m,, m,, . ..). The size, h”, of C0 is equal to 
N! g(8), where g(f9)=n,s,(i”Zm,!)-‘. The value of the irreducible 
(ordinary) character x8 associated with Co, at any element of C,, where 
CI + N, is denoted by x,” and its degree, fe, is xfINI. The full cycle 
(1, 2, . . . . N) is denoted by oN. 
It is convenient to regard the Ferrers graph, F,, of 8 as a cellular 
arrangement with 8, cells in the ith row from the top and with p/ cells in 
the jth column from the left. If w  is a cell of F,, we write w  E FB. The con- 
tent of w  is c,,, = j - i, where w  is the (i, j)-cell of FB. It is a straightforward 
matter to show that ~,..,(-,~+~,)=(-l)~‘~~,~~~,,~,(~+i-l)~,, 
where (x),=x(x - 1) .. (X - r + 1). For partitions CI, /? let 6,, = 1 if c1= fl, 
and 0 otherwise. 
The determinant of an n x n matrix whose (i, j)-element is a,, is 
denoted by lb,., II ,, x ,! or by I(a,,jII when the size of the matrix is understood 
from the context. The Vandermonde determinant is \l.x{- ’ llmxm = 
rI *<r<.,<mb,-~~J. 
Let {x,, x2, . ..} be a countably infinite set of (independent) commuting 
indeterminates and let x = (x,, x2, . ..). For i = (i,, i,, . ..). where ii, i,, . . . are 
integers, xp x9 . is denoted by xi. Similarly, i, ! i,! ... is denoted by i!. If 
j = (j,, j2, . ..) and j, 2 ii, j, 2 i2, . . . then we write jai. Since (x’Ii300) is a 
basis of the ring R [xl of formal power series in x,, x2, . . . with coefficient 
ring R (with no zero divisors), let [xi] f denote the coefficient of xi in 
f E R [xl]. Then the coefficient operator [xi] : R 1x1 + R acts linearly. 
Analogous operators can be defined with respect to any subring of R 1x1. 
If f,g~R[z] and f(a)=g(a)=O where NER, then f(z)/g(z)l,,,= 
S’(cr)/g’(a) provided that g’(a) # 0. This is the formal version of L’Hopital’s 
rule. The mapping 4:: R [TzJJ + R [zj such that 4=(f) = zk for k = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
extended linearly to R [Tzn, is clearly invertible. Note that [zm] dZzn is the 
number of ordered partitions of an n-set into m non-empty blocks, and that 
( - 1 )n-mn! [z”] 4:- lzn is the number of permutations in S, with exactly m 
cycles, so 4, and 4;’ have combinatorial significance. Let 4, and 4;’ 
denote d,, I$,, . -. and d-c, * (b;’ . . -, respectively. 
2. THE RING OF FORMAL POWER SERIES 
Let /i be the ring of symmetric functions in x=(x,, x2, . ..). The 
homogeneous, power sum, and Schur symmetric functions associated with a 
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partition 0 are defined by hH = h,, he*,..., where h, = [t’] fli,, (1 - tx,)-‘, 
PO = PO, PO23 ...7 where p, = x; + x; + . ..and se= Ilhs,-i+,II,,,. for any 
n> ~‘(0). Restriction to the finite case is obtained by setting 
xl& + , = Xk f 2 = . . =O. The homogeneous and power sum symmetric 
functions are related by h, = C,+, g(cr)p,. The sets {he}, (ps}, (so) are 
bases of A so, in particular, the coefficient operator [p,] is well defined 
and acts linearly on A. Proofs of the degree formula and of an expression 
for sO( 1, q, q2, . . . . q”- ’ ) are included partly for completeness and partly 
because they are not easily disengaged from current expositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (1) s,=CYCle, g(v)xfpy. 
(2) S(JX’, . . x )= IlXOJ++j .9 m llmxm lllX~-‘ll,X,3 where m = I( 0). 
The latter assertion is the Jacobi-Trudi identity. The following result is 
easily proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.2, Let a,(t) be a polynomial in t of degree at most r - 1. 
Then 
Ila,(xJ II r xr = IIC@‘I a,(t)llrxr n tex,-.xi). 
I <t<;<r 
LEMMA 2.3. Let 0 + N. Then, for any n 2 l(O), 
f"=N! n n (8,-i+n)! 
l<i<j<n 1 Ci<ri 
Proof From Proposition 2.1(l), f’=N! [p;“] lJh,,-i+j/In,n for any 
n B l(0). Since the pI are algebraically independent over Q we may set 
p2=p3= . . . = 0, and in addition p, = 1 since so is homogeneous of 
degree N. Thus, expressing h,,- i+j in terms of power sums, we have 
f’=N! I11/(8j-i+j)!I(.,., since g( [ 1’)) = l/r! By elementary row and 
column operations, f’=N! J/(ej-i+n),~iJJ.,./n,.i,,~(e,-i+n)! But 
I/C~i-‘l(~+n),-,llnxn= 1, since (t + n),- 1 is a polynomial in t of degree 
i- 1, and [tjp’](t+n)ip,=l if i= j and 0 if j>i. Thus 
Il(ej-i+n),_,(l.,.=n,.i,,..(6j-j-e,+i) from Proposition2.1, 
which gives the result. 1 
In particular, f CN--k~‘kl=(N~‘) where O<k<N-1. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let a = [ l”‘2“’ . .] + N. Then 
N-l 
1 XiN-r.l’l y’=(l+y))l f;I {l-(-y)‘}“‘. 
r=O ,=I 
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3. THE GENERATING FUNCTION 
The following theorem gives the generating function for cti (t), for fixed II/ 
and a. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let $I-N and AIL(z)=Ctaocti(t)z’, where Z= 
(z, , . . . . zu). Then 
A,=N!-’ 1 f”$ fi n (z,+c,). 
H t N j  = I 11’ E FI, 
Proof From Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 of [ 11, the number of 
ways of expressing 71 E C, in the form g, . . -g,, where gi E C,,, with cli I- N, 
for i=l,...,Nis 
whence 
Now, from Proposition 2.1( 1) 
c h”x,v 0 eYl=N! c p) CP,I lIho,-r+ill =N! c s(B) vrcp) 9 
VtN ?ttN II B-O,-i+j II 
on replacing homogeneous symmetric functions by power sum symmetric 
functions, and by using the fact that the former are multiplicative. But 
c/l,, s(B) v ‘(D)= [X’](l -x)-c so 
Let n be a positive integer, and q an indeterminate. Let (;), denote 
the Gaussian coefficient fl;=, (1 - q”-‘+ ‘)/( 1 - qi). By L’Hopital’s rule 
(;) = (:), . To evaluate the above determinant, we observe that (“+:-‘)y = 
[t’]nr=d (1-qit))‘, by Euler’s device, so (-l)Nll(o,~~+j)llmX,= 
ll( n+~~j~~-l)(lmxm, where Il(n+~~~~~-‘)qllmxm = llhe,pi+,(l, q, . . . . 
qn--l)llmxm= Ilho,-i+j(l, 4, ...) qn-‘)llnxn for any n 3 l(O). But this is equal 
to II4 (i-*)(O/+n~.‘)llnrn/l(q(i~l’(n-j’Ilnxn by Proposition2.1(2), so, since 
these determinants are Vandermonde (see Section l), their ratio is 
~,.j.j..(qO~+“-j+‘-qO1+~~i+‘)/(q”-’+’-q”~i+’). Evaluating this at 
q= 1 by L’Hopital’s rule gives (-l)NII(o,~~+j)llmxm=~,.i,j..(e,- 
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j-e,+i)/(i-j)=(-l)NN!~‘fHn,<i,,(~~~,’-l)e,!, for all n>,m, 
from Lemma 2.3. But f” is mdependent of n, from Lemma 2.3. Thus 
l/(~,~~+j)llmxm~N~~'fe~l~~~~(~~+~,~l )0,!~Q[x]andhasrootsr=-n 
for all n 3 m, so the polynomial is identically zero and the result follows 
from the facts about Ferrers graphs given in Section 1. 1 
A generalisation of the result that Il(s,_:+,)li,,,=N!~‘fHn,.i., 
( r +;;- ’ ) 0, !, when 0 is not necessarily a partition (the ordering restriction 
on the parts of tI is relaxed), has been given by Ostrowski [3]. The 
connexion with s,(l, q, . . . . q”--I) is given by Macdonald [Z]. 
4. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
From Theorem 3.1, 
A[,N,(Z)=N!-’ c (f”)’ fi n (z,+c,,.). 
Bi-N k=l ,vtFo 
However, A[,N, (;) can be calculated independently and, trivially, is equal 
to zN so the above reduces to 
N! ZN= ,tc, (f”)’ n (-- + c,,.h 
11’ EI;,1 
a result given by Stanley [4, Proposition 19.51. Applying [z”] to both 
sides of this gives the classical result that N! = C, - N(fB)2. Similarly, 
AC,+l, 22) can be calculated independently, since g, g, = r (the identity) 
implies that g, and g, belong to the same conjugacy class. It follows 
that AC,~,(zI, ZJ = [u”/N!]( 1 - u))‘~“, f rom which other relationships 
involving f” may be developed. The details are left to the reader. 
To obtain information involving transpositions or full cycles, we need 
the following results which are easily proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (1) Let 8+-N. Then [~]n,.~,;,(z+c,,,)=(-l)~h[~~ 
d[.N-k.,A,,H/fH 
(2) [F’ ] ~,~tF[a~k,,k,(~+~,~)= N(N-2k- 1)/2, where Ogkd 
N- 1. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The number of ways of expressing an N-cycle in S, as 
g1 .. . g, + b, where a of these are transpositions and b are N-cycles is 
N!-’ 
N-1 -lh~-l) 
(N-l)! ‘(N/2)” N$ (-I)k”p’)( k ) (N-2k- 1)“. 
k = 0 
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Proof. Direct from Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 4.1. 1 
It follows (with b = 0) that the number of ways of expressing an N-cycle 
as a product of a transpositions is 
t(N,u)=N!r’(N/2)” c (-l)k 
k=O 
(N-2k- 1)” 
= a! N! -‘N”2”-’ -“[.d’] shN- lx. 
Thus t(N, N - 1 + j) = 0 if j < 0 or if j is odd. In particular, t( N, N - 1) = 
NN- *, the number of labelled trees on N vertices, and t(N, N + 1) = 
4!-‘(N’- 1) NN+‘. From this representation it is easily seen that if 
t(N,~z)=N”-~2~-“ u(N, a) then u(N, a) satisfies the three-term linear 
recurrence equation 
The final specialisation is of particular interest. It covers the case when 
g, is a full cycle. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let b,(t,, . . . . t,) be the number of ways of expressing a 
permutation in C, in the form coN g, ,..., g,,, where $ I- N and g, has t, cycles 
i = 1, . . . . a. Then 
Zl 9 . . . . 
=J$=,(l+zj)~z, . ..Z. 
exp 1 fi (1 +zj)k-(z, ...z,)k w,uk/k. 
kpl j=l 
Proof: Clearly, b,(t) = [z’z,, ,] A,/hCN1. From Theorem 3.1, 
cz,+ I ] A,/hCN’ 
=N!-’ c fe$ fi n (z,+c,.)[z,+~] n (z,+,+c,)/hcN’ 
#+N j  = I H’ E Fo H,E Fo 
N-1 
=N!-’ c (-l)‘~i~-‘.~~]fi n (zj+c,) 
k=O j= 1 WE F[N-~,I~] 
from Proposition 4.1( 1). But from Prop. 5.3(ii) of [1] 
n (z+c,.)=N! 
z+N-k-l 
N > 
=N! ($j;lZk+l(l +z)N-k-1. 
~~F[.e-k.~k] 
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N-l 
XC x=o - fj Zj(l +z,)pl)k $-k.Ikl 
j= 1 
and the result follows from Proposition 2.4. 1 
The extreme cases t, = . . = t, = 1 and a = t, = 1 of Theorem 4.3 have 
been given by Stanley [S] and Jackson [ 11, respectively. 
5. COMBINATORIAL REMARKS 
The right-hand side of Theorem 4.3 admits a combinatorial inter- 
pretation in terms of permutations whose elements can be marked with at 
most a distinct colours, with the conditions that N and not every element 
of any cycle can be marked with all colours. Moreover, in view of the com- 
binatorial significance of 4, (see Section 1 ), the factors of the left-hand side, 
with the sole exception of l/N!“- ‘, admit a combinatorial interpretation in 
terms of partitions of the disjoint cycles of permutations. This obstruction 
does not occur when a = 1. However, a bijective proof of Theorem 4.3 
based on these observations has not yet been found, even in this case. 
Indeed, there is, at present, no bijective proof [6, p. 671 of the special case 
of Theorem 3.1 given in the remark following Corollary 4.2. 
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